Suppliers to the 2020 Chevrolet Corvette

WEBASTO
DANA
EFC INTERNATIONAL
SHILOH INDUSTRIES
MITSUBISHI BETING
DANA
COOPER STANDARD
HAARTZ CORP.
BLUCORP.
HAARTZ CORP.
ZANINI
MNP
DANA

CONVERTIBLE ROOF (RETRACTABLE HARDTOP)
WEBASTO
ALUMINUM COOLING FAN
ENGINE COOLING FAN
INTEGRAL STRUCTURAL PLASTICS
EXTERIOR MIRRORS
AUTONEUM
FASTENERS
HARRIS NUT
DOOR CHECKS
EDSCHIA
BRAKE CALIPERS
BREMBO
REAR SIDE SHAFTS
GRAND TRAVERSE PLASTICS
ENERGY ABSORBER
SHAPE COOP.
ENGINE: SPECIALTY GASKETS
ELRINGKLINGER
VARIOUS COMPOSITE HEATSHELDs
CARCOUSTICS

Suppliers wanted: Content for cutaways represents a sampling of global suppliers surveyed across 400+ components and systems. If you’d like to be included in cutaway surveys, please contact aman.kapoor@ihsmarkit.com or visit autotechinsight.ihsmarkit.com
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